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1. Before Installation: 
The best way to install the water ionizer is wall mounting. If you would like seat mounting,
please keep the place where the ionizer is seated dry and prevent water  splashing on the
machine.

1. Choose a position: Above the sink, at least 1.5 meters from the fire, direct sunlight should
be avoided. If the user's special installing requirement goes against the normal use and
maintenance of the ionizer, installation personnel should tell him/her the reasons.

2. Test water pressure, then shut off the water valve. The following steps should be taken
without water.

3. Test power supply: Check whether power supply is in good condition.

4. Check the water ionizer. 
(1) Check whether the panel is working normally.
(2)Check whether the accessories are complete
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2. Installation:

Punch:
1. User should choose a punching position where is convenient for replacing filter in
the future. Mark the position.

2. The holes should be level with each other.

3. If you punch on tiles, please try preboring firstly to avoid damaging the tiles.

4. External expansion screws should be fixed tightly.

3. Installation:

Connect water pipes:
1. Check whether the pipes are aged or leaky.

2. Make sure the ionizer is connected with cold water pipes.

3. The pipes should be bound with Teflon tape. The connector should be fixed
tightly.

4. The Pipes should be install in straight lines and in a good shape. Use clamps to fix
them.

3. After installing the ionizer and filters, please check carefully to make sure it is at a
 horizontal position, firmly installed and easy for replacing filters.

4. Apply power. Installation person should confirm whether there is earth wire in the
user's socket to keep electrical safety.

5. Switch on water and electricity: Make sure the water ionizer works
normally(installation person should debug the panel with clean hands).


